
  CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 August 24, 2004 
 
A meeting of the Chili Zoning Board of Appeals was held on August 24,  2004 at the Chili Town Hall, 
3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m.  The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson Beverly Griebel. 
 
PRESENT:   Dan Melville, Gerry Hendrickson, Richard Perry, Michael Martin, Peter Widener, 

          Dennis Schulmerich and Chairperson Beverly Griebel. 
 
ALSO PRESENT:  Daniel Kress, Director of Planning, Zoning & Development;  
    Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town. 
  
 
 
 
 
Chairperson Beverly Griebel declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Zoning Board 
of Appeals.  She explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table.  She 
announced the fire safety exits.  The Pledge of Allegiance was cited.  
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Before we begin, we'll start with signs. 
          Application 1?  Any problems with signs?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Application 2?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 3, Kevin Neureuter?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 4?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 5, Gerald Croston?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign.. 
 
          PETER WIDENER:  There was a sign. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 6 and 7?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification signs. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 8, Eric Wick?  
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 9, Irwin Ziegler?   
 
The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 10, Samuel Gallo? 
          PETER WIDENER:  Good.   
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The Board indicated there was no problem with the notification sign. 
  
         BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Number 11, Grove Place Cemetery, I have a problem with that. 
          DAN MELVILLE:  I did see a sign on both roads. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  I saw one on Marshall Road, and I drove back and forth.  I  
looked -- I was out on Saturday and Sunday, 8/14 and 15, turned around and went back and looked 
and I did not see a sign on Chili Avenue.  In this case where it is kind of a confusing configuration, the 
road to the cemetery off Chili Avenue is actually on the other side of the funeral home, which is strange. 
 I think in that case, there should have been two signs; one by that roadway where the actual sign is that 
is in question, and then one in front of the actual cemetery on Chili Avenue. 
          DAN MELVILLE:  I did see one on Chili Avenue. 
          RICHARD PERRY:  I did, too. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  It wasn't there the first weekend. 
          DAN MELVILLE:  I was there -- 
          RICHARD PERRY:  I went by there every day. 
          DAN MELVILLE:  I can't remember what day, either Sunday or Monday of the first weekend.  
It was there. 
          RICHARD PERRY:  I saw it there on Saturday. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  The first day? 
          RICHARD PERRY:  First day.  Like I say, I drive by there every day. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Where was it?  How could I miss it? 
          RICHARD PERRY:  Right where it has been the whole time.  I can't tell you exactly which 
tombstone. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Did it say Brown or Smith behind it? 
          RICHARD PERRY:  No. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  I went back and looked again.  I had traffic behind me.  Sometimes it is 
hard -- 
          DAN MELVILLE:  It is hard to stop in the middle of the road. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  That will just bounce me out into a plot there. 
          RICHARD PERRY:  As far as having two, I think by the number of feet, frontage, you know, 
the fact that there is a very small roadway in on the other side of the funeral home would not make it 
long enough to necessitate a third sign, a second one on Chili Avenue. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Side table, is there an opinion if there should have been a sign by the 
roadway in where this questionable sign is placed now? 
          KEITH O'TOOLE:  The code speaks of posting at the public highway, but it is not very specific 
beyond -- you know, within a distance where it can be seen. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Okay.  So the Board, is that adequate? 
          DAN MELVILLE:  I believe it is. 
          RICHARD PERRY:  Again, I saw it. 
          GERRY HENDRICKSON:  We'll hear it. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  We will hear it then. If that is okay with everybody? 
  
1.  Application of Gary  Spoor, owner; 250 Fisher Road, Rochester, New York 14624 for  
     renewal of conditional use permit to allow an office in  home for an auto dealership at 
     property located at 250 Fisher Road in RA-10 zone. 
  
Gary Spoor was present to represent the application.  
  
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Now this is a renewal.  It was approved -- last approval was June of  
'99. 
          MR. SPOOR:  Yes.  They usually -- I have been -- this is 30 years now. 
          BEVERLY GRIEBEL:  Is it 30 years? 
          MR. SPOOR:  Yes.  30 years I have been coming up here for conditional use permit. Nothing 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  


